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Introduction
If you’re a tech company, the most dramatic effect of megatrends like cloud
computing, managed services, and the rise of consumer technology won’t be
felt in your company’s product line. The true disruption will be to your
business model. Future customers won’t want to pay you high prices out of
big “CapEx” budgets anymore. They will expect lower “cloud” prices paid
from “OpEx” budgets only when and if they successfully consume the
business value of your products.
How your company reacts to this risk shift could either accelerate the commoditization of your products or lead you to a new stage of profitable growth.
For the first time, the tools are on the table to truly eliminate barriers of cost
and complexity created by the last generation of tech. Consumption Economics
is the owner’s manual for tech company executives who want to drive their
company successfully into the next one.

About TSIA
TSIA helps technology companies achieve profitable growth and solve their
top business challenges with data-driven, expert advice and community
learning. Reach out to us if you’d like to learn more!
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5 The Data Piling Up
in the Corner
Go out into your garage and look around. See that pile of
stuff over there in the corner? You know, that stuff you have been
accumulating? It is not stuff that you want to throw away. It has
some value. But it is just sitting there. Maybe you even put a tarp
over it to keep the dust off.You are legitimately intending to take
the tarp off and do something with it, but that day never seems
to come. In fact, the pile in the corner just seems to keep getting
bigger as you gather more and more stuff. Someday you will do
something with it. Someday.
The key enabling capabilities in the age of Consumption Economics are our real-time access to users and the ability to aggregate and analyze usage data. Right now, at most tech companies,
that data is piling up on their cloud servers like junk piles up in
your garage. Most companies intend, eventually, to do something
with that data, but for right now they are just putting a mental
tarp over it.
Hewlett and Packard did some pretty great things in their
garage in Palo Alto. Now it is our turn. We need to take the tarp
off of our pile of data and get to work on it. It represents perhaps
the most important new opportunity for this generation of tech.
We can leverage real-time user data to change how we develop
our products, simplify their use, guide the end users to increased
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capability and adoption, deploy the best practices in much more
targeted and in-depth ways, increase customer value, and grow
big, profitable customers. In short, we can change the world by
developing a Consumption Model that drives profoundly higher
success rates for all manner of technologies. And with that, we
can fly over the Margin Wall and rescue our products from
commoditization.
Just think about this excerpt from the introduction to Complexity Avalanche:
Ask yourself a question:What percentage of all the features, of all
the technology in the world, are actually being used today? What
if we could increase that number by just 10 percent?
Worker productivity in developed economies around the world
would increase dramatically because they could better use their
business tools. Thousands of lives could be saved because doctors
and nurses would become more effective at using technology to
diagnose and treat disease. Children would learn faster in the
classroom and at home through the Internet. The cost of government bureaucracy would go down at the same time its effectiveness improved. People’s income would increase as their technology
skills got better. The pace of innovation would accelerate. And
you’d finally be able to use your home theater remote.
The results on the global economy wouldn’t be minor, they would
be huge.
That is the power of that pile of data sitting in the corner of
your cloud servers gathering dust. Unfortunately, our track record of using customer data is not good. Historically, tech companies have not made accurate, robust customer data a high priority.
Heck, some companies don’t even have a record of who their
customers are or what products they own, usually because they
sell through a distribution channel that is very protective of its
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customers’ identities. In the cloud, all that information will be on
our servers—every click made by every end user.
In our garage, we need to learn how to apply technology to
solving the technology Consumption Gap. We have the tools—
probably have had many of them for five years or more—and now
we have the data!

FIGURE 5.1 The Key Play in the Consumption Model

This is the core diagram in the Consumption Model. Virtually
every function in the company is going to need to learn how to
run this play. Broadly speaking, we need to use our best people and
their experiences and insights into how the products should be
used and are being used by the most successful customers. Product
managers need to begin to identify how they want the product’s
use to unfold to create an optimized end-user experience and
to get full adoption of the product’s stickiest, profitable features.
The service organization needs to document what it learns about
the successes of actual customers and the roadblocks that prevent
others from achieving them. In essence, we need to identify the
best practices for consuming our product’s value. We also need to
introduce the ability for the product’s consumption to be guided
by the priorities of our corporate customers and/or the individual
end users themselves.
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FIGURE 5.2 Consumption Inputs

We need to supplement all these human inputs to the Consumption Model with a new science of usage data analysis. Product managers and service analysts need to apply various BI and
analytics tools to big piles of usage data to make sense of what
successful users are doing with the products. Once we take all
these inputs, both the inputs of the people and the results of the
data analysis, we need to form ideal Consumption Roadmaps.
There will be many of these, for sure. We will have different ideal
Consumption Roadmaps for different vertical markets, applications, and end-user job functions. But think about what all this
work will create . . . an entirely new generation of technical IP.
The Consumption Model gives tech companies a radical new way
to differentiate. It is a powerful new weapon in the war against the
evil Consumption Gap and its twin brother, commoditization.
Imagine being able to sell not just all your whizzy features,
but also having superior ability to get them into actual use faster
and deliver the highest possible value to the customer.This is what
Apple offers through its Genius Bar, and it is sure working for
them! The Consumption Model is a chance to do the same thing
at scale and at an affordable cost, because we will design from the
beginning to move much of what we learn into the products.
How do we do that? Well, we need to re-mission some of
our R&D resources. Are you sitting down? We may need to take
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a year or two off from building yet another set of poorly adopted
features. We may need to redirect our attentions to building a
capability into the product that allows us to easily tailor the user
interface for an individual end user in real time based on the ideal
Consumption Roadmaps that our best and brightest people (both
at our company and at our customers) have identified.
We can’t scale all the smart people, but we can scale their
insights by embedding them into the products themselves. In the
future, we must build a layer of capability into the products that is
designed to take the learning that comes from the product’s experience in the market and dynamically, purposefully, alters how the
product presents itself to different end users in real time.

FIGURE 5.3 The Consumption Model

In the old normal model, R&D was about features, marketing was about promoting products to prospective decision
makers, sales was about getting big deals, and service was about
implementing and fixing broken things. The risk shift and the
cloud will change all of that. The data piling up in the corner
of our servers and the real-time connection to customers as
they use the product will power the Consumption Model in
the new normal.
As we said, these are processes from the world of retail ecommerce.They obsess over this stuff. Now it’s our turn.We need
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to make our product and our people smart enough to carry those
learnings out in real time and at scale to every end user in the
context of their daily product interactions. We can’t think of a
single customer-facing function at a tech company that doesn’t
need to adapt to the Consumption Model.
It’s funny—everything we have ever read about the consumerization of enterprise technology has been about consumer
technologies gaining traction as part of the enterprise stack—
BlackBerrys and iPads doing corporate tasks or Google upleveling its search technology into something of enterprise value.
What we haven’t heard about is the impact of consumer consumption tendencies on the business model of enterprise tech
companies. The freeing power of the cloud will enable more and
more customers to try or pilot new technologies. Why? Well, for
one, the up-front investment to try things goes to near zero. For
many cloud offers, there is no need for installation, etc. Just sign
up and go. Secondly, the risk shift means that if they don’t like it
or can’t use it, then they pay little or nothing. All they have lost is a
little bit of time.The risk is on the tech company, and their reward
only happens if they take the right steps to ensure the customer is
successful. This is Consumption Economics.
Taking a small “trial” opportunity and turning it into a huge
customer—and doing that around the globe—will become a differentiating capability for tech companies. Companies that survive and prosper on this side of the Margin Wall, where prices
are lower and volumes must be high, will need to get really good
at this. These Consumption Models will require an entirely new
layer of capability in the products themselves, the “e-commerce
layer,” in order to work effectively. That means lots of in-depth
thinking, coding, and partnering for our labs, R&D teams, product managers, and marketing departments.
Service organizations will also get re-missioned to monitor and proactively increase adoption. They too will turn to the
e-commerce layer to take their learning and push it out to all users.
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In addition, services will become the new high-impact, low-cost
sales channel for driving micro-transactions.They will do this both
proactively and during the course of customer-originated service
requests. This is not “sleazy selling.” This will be highly prescriptive and helpful to the customer. Tomorrow’s service agents will
be armed with unprecedented visibility into the individual customer’s situation and have insight into what their particular best
next step is. Field service reps will move from being lay-off targets
to being invaluable revenue generators.
Sales will still perform the vital role of making the “platform
sale” to corporate customers. It is going to be highly consultative,
especially if your product is meant to displace an incumbent, onpremise product, or your application is one that the customer is
not sure how to benefit from. Salespeople will need to be more
service-aware, more highly skilled in business-speak, and more
provocative. Unfortunately, all that high-powered selling won’t
result in much revenue. The revenue generation will occur at the
micro-transaction level from inside the product as it is consumed.
Sales will be realized by “checking out” the end-user consumption
that marketing and service activities are guiding and finally escorting that transaction through to financial revenue recognition.
In the world of MT-based revenue, almost all of our current
organizational processes, tools, and skill sets will need to be adapted
to a new set of rules. All of these functions will get rethought
to become more valuable to the end user. We will become consumption-based organizations in a Consumption Economy. Let’s
take a look at what some of these functional changes could be.

